
Environmental Management System Summary  

Here at planet metals Clay Cross Ltd, we are committed to continually improving  our management 

system to effectively minimise any threats to the environment, whilst we are also very committed to 

recycling materials.  

I have summarised how we currently operate in order to keep the site productively moving whilst 

protecting the environment/ site/ surrounding areas form pollution.  

Operational Site Plan  

 

 

 

Vehicles follow the green lines for access to site, materials are dropped in appropriate areas into the 

appropriate containers or onto concrete base, see site plan above for the details, and materials are 

stored there for max of 2 weeks before being collected and transported on. 

As you can see from the site plan we have an interceptor tank for drainage from the outdoors 

concrete base. 

Materials we will accept and how they are processed  

Weee materials are placed concrete on a base then moved into permeable container, motors 

removed if needed, motors are then placed in a separate permeable storage container, the Weee 

items are then moved into permeable containers all awaiting collection, stored for a maximum of 2 

weeks.  

Storage for general 

waste, steal and parked 

vehicles  



Cable that can be put through the granulator will be done on site and stored undercover on concrete 

base in building 3 ready for being collected and transported on.  

Lead Batteries will be stored undercover in building 1 in a covered, permeable container awaiting 

collection, we will refuse any damaged batteries to prevent possible leakage and pollution risk, 

stored for a maximum of 2 weeks. 

 Ferrous and none ferrous metals are stored in the appropriate containers for a maximum of 2 

weeks, before being collected and transported away.  

No contaminated items are accepted or damaged hazardous items where there is a risk of leakage 

and pollution.  

The operator/ staff will check all containers daily for any signs of damage or vandalism, at the end of 

the day they are checked again to make sure all materials are stored correctly ready to be left 

overnight.    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


